The effects of switching behavior on the evolutionary diversification of generalist consumers.
Mathematical models of consumer-resource systems explore the evolution of a morphological trait that determines two resource acquisition rates in a generalist consumer. The consumer also has the ability to adjust its relative consumption of the two resources via behavioral (or developmental) plasticity subject to a trade-off. The analysis examines both stable systems and those with sustained fluctuations in abundance. In both cases, it seeks to determine how the behavioral choice affects the evolution of the morphological characters. The presence of adaptive switching behavior transforms the shape of the relationship between the morphological character and fitness in a manner that usually leads to evolution of two or more morphological types. As in models without switching, the presence of sustained cycles in resource densities often allows the evolution of a generalist as well as two specialists. However, switching expands and shifts the parameter regions yielding this outcome and in some cases allows the evolution and coexistence of at least two generalists as well as the two specialists. This level of diversity supported by only two resources is not seen in the absence of behavioral choice and resource cycles. The results suggest major roles for both behavior and environmental variation in adaptive radiation.